
GRAVED PEBBLE STYLE FROM UTAH VALLEY 
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those in Skull Valley. The rocking line does not occur on the 

green slate in Skull Valley and was probably a later innovation 

on the patinated stones. Because the rocking line does not 

occur on any black slate and does on the patinated stone in 

Utah Valley, and also because these different styles are 

predictable by technique and design layout, style 

differentiation in these instances is easy to distinguish. The 

rocking line may have been a preferred technique on patinated 

stone alone. On slate the rocking 	is as easy to mace and 

is as visible, but as far as can be kdetermined does not occur.. 

By fairly consistent, isolated associated remains there is 

little question that the age sequence for these styles is 
probably Skull Valley, Salt Flat, and then Utah Valley. There 
are several "new" technic:een which appear only in the Utah 
Valley Style. 

Here, holes are drilled into the surface, creating a 

different visual effect. Small dots were a newer innovation in 

the Salt Flat Style, but they were not produced by drilling. 

In Utah Valley, the small pecked dot the ,Aas common in the 

Salt Flat Style occurs less often than the drilled hole. In 

the Salt 
	

Style the small peck occurred in tight abstract 

arrangeme - 
	

In Utah Valley the same size peck occurs in more 

widely sp 
	

geometrical designs. The drilled hole is also 

more wide e paced and also occurs in definite geometrical 

patterns. In this style side-notching and grooving appear and 

become quite commonplace. Many pieces f  black slate have been 

totall ibraided. These fall into sevte 1 categories: 
pendant 	ceremonial-like objects or 	ag pieces, and 

perforz 	° disks ranging in size from i 	5 centimeters in 

diametE . Another category is biomorpnic forms representing 
birds, dog like figures, rabbits, fish and anthropomorphs. 

The pendants range from small cylindrical stones with 

groove for suspension to flat stones with a drilled ho 

crescent-shaped pendant is grooved at both ends for suspena.en. 

Most of these are totally abraided, some notched or engraved. 

One assumed pendant was abraided to represent an anthropomorph 

The neck looks like a groove for possible suspension. 

pendant, very suggestive of fertility, contains two 

- eases and a vulva-like form. No other aspects imply the 
iman figure. Still another represents a skull-like figure. 

Some of the abraided stones have been shaped into specific 

forms, such as circles, squares, abstract and odd shapes, scmree 

suggesting the stone's original form. Despite all the 

abrasion, only one stone suggests the abraided fleshers qui 

common in the Skull Valley collections. Several black slate 

arms are shaped like arrow shaft smoothers. One of these has 

aoles drilled horizontally under the groove for what may be 

pendant-like suspension. These holes are joined over the end 
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become clearer. 	 then, we can only note the 

distinctiveness3.7A. the other styles of engraved designs 

within this small 	••• 	We can also note in each of these 

cases, the associ 	types of petroglyphs and pictographs do 

not duplicate the 	 tylistic flavor of the engraved art 

forms. This in itse 	is certainly significant- Nevertheless, 

the importance of these engraved compositions for the present, 

provides an entirely new and different area of insight into the • 

conceptual areas in which these Fremont groups expanded 

activity and concern for graphic conceptualization- 
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